Every sound has got a color. If you’re listening to Petra’s sounds and watching the correspondent
colors at the same time, the effect will be even more benefcial. Here you’ll find self-healing
meditations without words for adults, Petra’s fairy tales in natural sounds and colors with a spoken
text.

DVD 1 just relax!
3 meditative slide shows with bioharmonic sounds
The crystal star of Petra’s voice and blossoms in resonance with your chakras
will help you to slow down and relax deeply, then stonemandalas will center
you.

DVD 2 just fow!
9 meditative slide shows with bioharmonic sounds
The elements of nature will harmonize your chakras and strengthen the flow of
your life energy .

DVD 3 Golden Healing_
9 meditative slide shows with bioharmonic sounds
will deepen your experience with DVD 2 and soothe pains, strengthen selfhealing and aid in connecting with healing stones and blossoms, the energy of
the oak tree, of water and menhirs.

DVD 4 The Egg of Wisdom
A Fair-story about the only World we have
The tale and the music will enchant children and adults showing them the normally
invisible world of nature.
The lesson: we have to apply all our technical knowledge with love respecting nature
and our own health, to guarantee the future existence of the only world we have.

DVD 5 Müntschi
The Tale of the Little Dolphin Müntschi
In 5 Languages: German, English, French, Czech, Luxembourg

DVD 6 Your Heart is a Treasure
Meditations with stone mandalas and blossoms for your well - being
Just relax and dive into a magical world of natural colours and sounds. The
bioharmonic frequences of the slide-shows resonate with your chakras: You will slow
down and open to the wonderful energy of your precious heart.

DVD 7 Song-Fu, the Dragon-of-Harmony
A Fairy-tale
Song-Fu, the Dragon-of-Harmony, how he brought the Song-of-the-Earth back to the
people Once upon a time there was a small planet called Earth. There were many
who named it 'Mother Earth' because she bore and nourished all of creation..

DVD 8 Harmony
Colors and Sounds for your Wellness
Just relax and dive into a magical world of bioharmonic frequencies: natural colors,
stones and healing sounds in tune with the Cosmic Octave resonating with your
chakras, the energy centers of your subtle body: You will slow down and open up to a
new harmony of your body, mind and soul.

DVD 9 Heal Yourself with Colors, Sounds, Sacred Geometry and Healing Chants
12 Self-healing meditations without words

How to buy „dolphinkissis“?
DVD Order per Email
Prices, shipment included:
79.- CHF pro DVD

Petra Dobrovolny - Mühlenbach, Ph.D.
Psychologist FSP and Sound Healer
Owner of the label "dolphinkissis"

www.dolphinkissis.ch
mail@dolphinkissis.ch
With best wishes dolphinkissis.ch

